DANCE

CAREER INFORMATION
Dancers perform in a variety of settings, such as musical productions, eating and drinking establishments, opera, musical comedy, television, movies, music videos, and commercials, in which they many sing and act. Dancers who give lessons work in secondary school, colleges and universities, and private studios. Dancers most often perform as part of a group, although a few top artists perform solo. Dancing is strenuous. Due to the physical demands, most dancers stop performing by their later thirties, but they may continue to work in the field as choreographers, dance teachers and coaches, or artistic directors. Some celebrated dancers, however, continue performing beyond the age of 50. Dancers and choreographers face intense competition for jobs. The number of applicants continues to exceed the number of job openings, and only the most talented will find regular employment. Earning of many professional dancers are governed by union contract. Dancers covered by union contracts (dance corps, on film and television) are entitled to some paid sick leave, paid vacations, and various health and pension benefits.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Not all universities with this major are listed below. The lower division core preparation is listed for universities with which LBCC has established articulation agreements. As requirements do change, please check WWW.ASSIST.ORG for the most current articulation information. Moreover, please see a counselor to develop an accurate educational plan to ensure your competitiveness for admissions for your school(s) of choice. To thoroughly understand admissions and general education requirements please check the catalog of the transfer university. CSU/UC admissions and general education requirements are outlined on a separate curriculum guide.

*** Schools are listed in alphabetical order ***

CSU FULLERTON
• B.A. – Dance
  Dance 10AB (two semesters), 11AB (two semesters), minimum of 6 units from the following two categories with at least one course from each category:
  1. Dance 20AB + 21AB, 5AB + 6AB
  2. TART 43AD + 44AB, 55 + 56AD

CSU LOS ANGELES
• B.A. – Theatre Arts & Dance with option in Dance
  TART 1

CSU SAN BERNARDINO
• B.A. – Theatre Arts with emphasis in Dance
  Dance 6AB, 11AB, 17AB, 21AB; TART 1B or 1C, 1D, 2, 40AD, 43AD, 55

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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SAN DIEGO STATE

- **B.A. Degree – Liberal Arts & Sciences Dance Major**
  Anthro 2 or 2H; Dance 1, 10AB, 11AB, 14AB, 18AD, 35AB OR 36AB, 40AD, 41AD; Psych 1 or 1H; One Level 3 foreign language course

SAN JOSE STATE

- **B.A. Degree – Dance**
  Dance 5AB, 6AB, 11AB, 17AB, 21AB; Music 40 or Dance 1

UC IRVINE

- **B.A./B.F.A. Degree – Dance**
  Dance 1, 5AB or 6AB or 18AD (two semesters), 35AD (two semesters)

- **B.F.A. Degree – Choreography and Performance Specialization**
  Dance 1, 5AB or 6AB or 18AD (two semesters), 35AD (two semesters); TART 1

- **B.F.A. Degree – Choreography Specialization**
  Dance 1, 5AB or 6AB or 18AD (two semesters), 35AD (two semesters); TART 42AD (two semesters)

UC RIVERSIDE

- **B.A. Degree - Dance**
  Dance 36AB; two semesters of Dance 14AB, 17AB; 4 units from Dance 5AB, 6AB, 10AB, 11AB